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The following list of practical tips is largely drawn from personal experiences. These include many 
informal experiments conducted while being intensely targeted by the FBI during the years 2013-2017. 

The practical tips on countering magnetic flux attacks that cause terrible feelings of sickness and seem 
to mysteriously emanate from harmless looking pieces of metal will be of particular interest to many 
targeted individuals in 2017.  This phenomena is caused by a hi-tech attack - a type of non-lethal 
Directed Energy Weapon – and seems to be the current day, preferred harassment tool of the FBI.  
Those tips are contained in sections “10)” of this document.

0) A key element of defense against most types of abuse is to have people around who you trust, or who
can keep watch when you go out.  In the absence of a watch, FBI connected super-burglars will 
sabotage a home in countless ways, entering through almost any door, window, wall, or roof.  More on 
this in section 4) below.

1) Try to avoid any public appearance of acting crazy or sick.  Those are things which can be easily 
exploited in elaborated tales, and phony alternative diagnoses of what the target is actually suffering 
from.

2) Remember that the FBI is always trying to sting you using any combination of legal/illegal methods 
they can manage.  They view you as an enemy.  Why?  Because you are an outsider or someone they 
can take advantage of or a problem for them to solve.  Any of those reasons and many others are 
sufficient for the FBI to treat you as an enemy.  They will never put their cards on the table or negotiate
in good faith.  You are an enemy...trusting anything they say or volunteering anything that might make 
you look bad or be strategically used against you is only a mistake – a kind of faux pas in the context of
the games they play.

3) Don’t rely on trying to spot which strangers are FBI undercover.  Prefer face-to-face trust with 
people you know from everyday experience.  If you notice an individual in your environment looks 
strangely different and acts in an unusual way, it is possible that the original person has been “replaced”
with an undercover substitute.

4) FBI technology in 2017 for imitating voices on the phone and in disguise is extremely sophisticated. 
If you are talking on the phone or meeting someone you haven’t seen for a few years, and you want to 
be certain it is legit, then you can quiz them about a few memories that were never written down in 
email or discussed over the phone with anyone.

5) It is super hard to keep the FBI from entering a home while you are away if nobody is at home.  FBI 
does not work like ordinary burglars.  They work in large teams and take off entire sections of wall, 
ceiling, window, etc. with super fine cut saws.  Even if you find the cuts later, you would have a hard 
time arguing any point with the police, and they can’t do anything about it anyway.   If you are in a 
situation with continuous visual or sound recording and have some way to monitor it efficiently later, 



then that would help. Motion detector alarms help.  All of those are potentially hackable or 
interceptable, but they help to ward off entries.

6) If you need to interact with a local business, then try to unpredictable about which one you 
patronize.  If you order something from Amazon or another remote shipper, then assume your package 
may be opened and possibly tampered with or sabotaged in some way.

7) Can FBI read thoughts? Not literally – but they can remotely monitor typing, noise, and tiny 
subliminal movements of tongue/throat/etc that give good clues to the words one is thinking about.  
This is different from “remote fMRI”, but may possibly be combined with non-public versions of that 
technology.

8) Electronic devices that can be hacked for surveillance include most phones, computers, clock radios,
Internet tvs, and IOT devices.

9) FBI will try to cause auto accidents.  I have not (yet) been rammed on purpose, but I have been 
targeted for accidents.  One kind of example involves “cars” suddenly flopping in front of me without 
warning.  This caught me off guard the first time it happened and I was lucky to avoid serious injury.  
The “car” was really a kind of tank.  It looked like “a beater” but was structurally reinforced 
underneath; when I hit it, the front bumpers of my car was totaled while this little sub-compact was 
barely scratched.   I reacted  well, considering the element of surprise. I even ended up getting my 
insurance deductible back when the other (fake) driver was ruled at fault.  After that surprise, I have 
avoided many other “accident”-creation attempts.  One key to this is the practice of “paranoid driving” 
- that is, expecting other cars to try and cause accidents and maintaining a large safety buffer, especially
at intersections and mergers and blind allies.   Good tires & good brakes are particularly helpful for 
safety; not leaving the car unattended/out of public sight is helpful to avoid sabotage.

10) Non-lethal DEW – I have special, uniquely extensive experience with being the target of current 
generation non-lethal DEW.  There is a public literature on military development of DEW weapons and
anecdotes from targeted individuals that I have reviewed in my quest for understanding – these are not 
unique claims.  However, non-lethal DEW technologies are always under active development, and the 
techniques used  will change over time.  Techniques that are most useful to the FBI for targeting an 
individual are not the same as the state of the art a few years ago, and the ones used for persistent  
harassment/sickening are different from those used in military applications and crowd control.

The human body, as a DEW target, is essentially, chemically, similar to a large bag of salt water with a 
nervous system and a few other misc bits of things like bone.  Pain,or other unpleasant sensations like 
nausea, must be sensed by the nervous system in order to be experienced  Direct electrical stimulation 
of nerves is possible – e.g. there are known scientific demonstrations of causing people to “hear voices”
via remote electrical nervous stimulation  - but that is not the type of attack I have experienced.   The 
attacks I have experienced all work by affecting bodily fluids (blood, CSF,tissue,stomach juice, urine) 
in some particular part of the body that the weapon is aiming at.  These technologies work by taking 
advantage of the magnetic properties of saline solution.  A steady-state magnet has no noticeable affect 
on saline solution, but an oscillating magnetic field at the right frequency can create movement in free 
water and hydrostatic pressure in water that is confined to closed compartments within the human body.
This hydrostatic pressure the results in pain, headache, nausea, disequilibrium, etc. depending on which
part of the body is being targeted and whether the applied field is focal or dispersed.   



In practical terms, how can someone experiencing pain/discomfort tell whether it is due to this type of 
EMF weapon?  Here are the set of tests.

a)  If the unpleasant sensation goes away quickly when you visit an open space with no people, then 
that is a strong positive indication. 

b) If the unpleasant sensation goes away briefly and then returns if you rotate your body, as a cylinder 
180’ in 3D space, that is a strong positive indication.

c) If the unpleasant sensation gets stronger as you move closer to a particular spot and recedes as you 
move away from that spot, and the sensation is strongest at the part of your body that is closer to the 
direction of the spot, that is strong positive indication.  In general, the spot needs to be something that 
can contain an active power source or a battery – e.g. a car that just pulled up or a “cell phone” in a 
pocket of someone who followed you into a coffee shop, or a a “neighbor’s” house, or some place in 
your own home that the FBI has been able to tamper with.  It could be, for example, a particular light 
bulb that only causes pain when it is on.  Replacing it with a different light bulb fixes the problem. 
However, it could be a battery in the base of a lamp that charges when the lamp is on, but remains 
powered for some time after it is off.   In Fall of 2016, I started to see more and more use of wirelessly 
powered devices.  That development makes the power source a lot less obvious.  At present, the FBI is 
able to manufacture any piece of thickened steel or aluminum as a wireless cellular array of magnetic 
EMF weapons.  This technology has been put into mass deployment in my area, & imagine it is seeing 
application elsewhere   The cellular arrays are programmable.  As of May 2017, I am noticing that the 
arrays are often programmed to cease firing while I am moving.  This change is good and bad – the 
good part is that one can move about continuously doing chores and take a break from being hit.  The 
bad part is that it takes longer to converge on the exact location of an EMF source, since one must stop 
and wait for it to restart as you move in the perceived direction of origin.

d) If you can use shielding between you and the source to reduce or eliminate the effect, that is a strong
indication.  The type of effective shielding depends on the EMF nature of the attack.  In 2017, the FBI 
is using actual magnetic flux, and I have found polyurethane coatings to be the most effective shielding
technique – thick PVC bags also shield, but are much less effective.  The polyurethane product that I 
have used most effectively is “Rust-oleum Triple-Thick Polyurethane”.  This product can also be 
applied to clothing – e.g. polyurethane coated long underwear and t-shirts make good contributions to 
shielding (after the clothes dry);  underwear is a good choice because the polyurethane degrades the 
appearance in a filmy way but is not uncomfortable to wear;  one does not notice any stiffness.

Another type of product worth mentioning are “HeatSheets” emergency blankets.  The reflective 
silvery side of these blankets attracts/diverts magnetic flux as a conductor, while reflecting EMP (not 
quite as well as aluminum foil).  This is useful for wrapping around one’s body while trying to sleep.  I 
am most familiar with the products from SOL (Survive Outdoors Longer) which are sold in many 
camping/outdoors stores.  The most cost effective small unit package is the 1-2 person “Survival 
blanket”, but for longevity and breathability, where one wants to pull the blanket over your face while 
sleeping, then the “Sport utility blanket” is  best.  In 2017 – Amazon is carrying this thermal blanker 
with alumninum & plastic that is also good: https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00KWR2FMC

  Please note that the newer emergency blankets/clothing made from Kevlar are, unfortunately, NOT a 
good choice for reflecting EMF/EMP in the relevant frequency ranges.  Aluminum (e.g. heavy duty foil
sold in supermarkets or roofing flashing) & galvanized steel (roof flashing) are best for reflecting EMP.



In prior years, when EMF pulses were being used, I found that electrically grounded aluminum foil was
effective.  I have also experienced another type of attack that sometimes feels like a sharp laser pointer, 
so I call it “the laser”.  This type of attack is shielded/blocked by the type of galvanized steel that home 
depot type stores sell for roof flashing.  These products are sold by the roll – e.g. a roll of 20 inch wide 
steel in lengths of 20, 50, or 100 ft.   The steel can be cut with a large regular scissors, but care is 
required to avoid creating a lot of sharp burs.  The “laser” attack can be more diffuse and feel like EMP.
It is best characterized by the effectiveness of the galvanized steel shield.  Unlike other attacks, the 
laser beam is mostly reflected by the shield, so caroms/rebounds are an issue (or a help, in the case that 
the signal is reflected back in the direction of the attacker).

e) These weapons have both a signal delivery system and an aiming system; the aiming is usually based
on LIDAR.  The aiming system can sometimes be thwarted by decoys – e.g. an empty gallon container 
filled with salt water.  The targeting can be greatly enhanced through the use of chemical markers.  It is 
hard to tell when one has been marked independently of being targeted – the marking can happen via 
sprays, darts, or a substance left on door knobs, car seats, steering wheels, etc. One can try changing 
clothes, washing hands thoroughly, and showering to see if chem marker is present and can be 
eliminated from your person.  If a big dose of the chemical marker has been applied to clothing, then it 
tends to survive through several laundry cycles, only gradually dissipating over time.

Targeting systems that do not depend on chem marker work by profiling a person’s signal in 
sophisticated ways.  They are not 100% foolproof in 2017, but in general, they will only shoot at 
people who they are programmed to shoot at, and will not target a random person.  This helps make a 
TI look appear to be pretty crazy, but it is, reality, just spy tech in action.

Experimentation with the techniques listed above will enable one to determine if they are experiencing 
an EMF attack and to shield themselves against the type of attacks I have experienced.

I have also been briefly exposed to a subsonic acoustic attack which is best blocked by heavy things 
that block sound waves – e.g. mattresses, dirt embankments, etc.

f) One route of attack that is particular difficult to defend against involves the use of robots carrying 
DEW weapons that enter the home through the sewer system.  The same defensive techniques 
described above work against the sewer attack, but it can be frustrating to and inconvenient to work out
and defend against all of the home locations that are reachable via the sewer/waste pipes. 


